Publications Cmte Mtg 2.24.19
9:30a-11a at Central Office, West Orange

Attend: Gianni, Jack, Nate, Herm, Eric, Tony, Christine (liaison), Maria (zoom), Ashley (zoom)
Absent: none

I. Updated contact list for board to circulate among us – emails and phone numbers

II. Review of 18-month goals (Jan 2018-July 2019)
   a. New board members – partially accomplished, but working on adding
   b. 3-year-terms (renewable) – pending additional discussions
   c. Meetings @ central office - accomplished
   d. submission guidelines - accomplished
   e. journal format – accomplished, but need to add different columns/content
      i. clinician’s toolbox, spotlight on programs and members, research briefs
   f. CEs for journal – accomplished, but need to stay on top of this to maximize 9/year
   g. Journal costs – in progress, with optimism
   h. Increase submissions and readership – need to work on this
   i. Communication with Board and membership – I have maintained ongoing contact
      with the Board and update them; will be engaging in COCEA retreat next week
   j. Be the NJPA’s primary publication/voice – this continues to be a challenge
      because NJPA is continuing to work on this as an association, generally

III. Good news re: first special section with CEs

1st CE (sub use) for Journal as of 2.19.19 = 122 orders = $3720

1st Issue (with substance use) costs:
   $4,200
   -$3,720 (122 CE orders)
   -$2700 (advertising)

   + $2,220

2nd CE (neuro) for Journal as of 2.19.19 = ???
   -$600 (19 CE orders)
   -$?? (advertising)

   + $??

IV. For the upcoming issue:
   a. Christine G. update on this – what’s going in?
i. Editorial note on getting process together – no CEs for this issue
   ii. Dennis Finger piece on CEs on behalf of COCEA...

V. For the next issue (Fall 2019 – August 10th submission, but CEs need June 10th)

   a. How to write an article for the NJ Psychologist, incl. a Special Section and for CEs (*GP Editorial with someone else from the board) – benefits
      i. Gianni with Jack
      ii. Tony suggests that we can run a briefer version for each journal each time
   b. new column ideas?
      i. Point/counterpoint
      ii. On the other side of the couch – more personal side of members...
      iii. Spotlighting programs – Tony will follow-up with me...
      iv. Research Briefs – esp. with NJ
      v. Dennis Finger’s column (below)
      vi. COLA – status of what we are supporting this year (Barry Katz)
      vii. Transparency and Communication with members

VI. We must line up the next 3 special sections WITH CEs...

   a. Maria – opioid crisis – state level (submit for CEs June 2019 for Fall 2019)
      i. Margie Nichols (Highland Park)
      ii. -Schacter? (Morris Co Psych)
      iii. Tom Maserelli & Eric Herschman?
   c. Physician-Assisted Suicide? (submit for CEs December 2018 for Spring 2020)
      i. Role of Psychologists?
         1. Outline
            a. Content-Area Expert(s) with Professional Opinions
               i. State-Level Response? COLA?
            b. Legislators – point/counterpoint?
            c. Clergy?
            d. Lawyer
            e. Gianni & Phil – ethical and forensic competency to make the decision
   d. Legalized Marijuana?
   e. Ask people who are doing CE talks anyhow?

VII. Christine: for article Submissions from this point forward – assign ms #s and create a database of submissions and a reviewer form